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From the author of the groundbreaking New York Times bestseller THE FEMININE Brain, here is the
eagerly awaited follow-up reserve that demystifies the puzzling man brain.The Male Human
brain finally overturns the stereotypes. Confronted with a personal problem, a man use his
analytical mind structures, not his emotional ones, to find a solution. Exploring the latest
breakthroughs in male psychology and neurology with her trademark accessibility and candor,
she reveals that the man mind:-is a lean, indicate, problem-solving machine. Louann Brizendine,
the founder of the initial clinic in the united states to review gender differences in mind,
behavior, and hormones, turns her focus on the male mind, showing how, through every phase
of life, the "male reality" is fundamentally not the same as the feminine one.-thrives under
competition, instinctively plays tough and is enthusiastic about rank and hierarchy.  -has an
area for sexual pursuit that is 2.5 times bigger than the feminine brain, consuming him with
sexual fantasies about female body parts.-experiences such a massive increase in testosterone
at puberty that he perceive others' faces to become more aggressive.Dr. Impeccably
researched and at the leading edge of scientific understanding, this is a book that every man,
and especially every girl bedeviled by a man, will need to own.
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The Amazing Influence of Hormones on the Brain Dr. Louann Brizendine’s book, 'The Male Human
brain', is the latest breakthrough in male psychology and neurology . Louann tells a story
about boys and how they are risk-takers and experience a drive to become physical and be
at the top of the hierarchy. Yet study demonstrates the brains of adult men, and of fathers
specifically, are profoundly caring and nurturing. Having wrote her first book, 'The Female Brain’
, she now turns her attention to male brains and tries to highlight the differences between your
two genders. “The Stereotypical Jock’s Brain” I’m a man. . What is behind this difference? The
proof is nowhere as obvious as in the alarming price of divorce in US culture. It is found
actually in baby males in small amounts but jumps rapidly to twenty instances the original
quantity during adolescence and puberty and into adulthood. It is in fact the drive behind
manhood and is undoubtedly the sign of masculinity . Females as well have got testosterone
but to very much lesser amounts; they have their own estrogen to cope with.It's been said that
'the male is simple, the female is complex’. While this can be true (taking into consideration the
feminine’s child-bearing system) however, the male’s brain is considered to be a ‘lean, suggest
problem-solving machine!Fuad R QubeinOct. Scientists believe that hormones, as well as
genetics, play a major role in the advancement of the male human brain. As stated above,
testosterone seems to be the leading hormone behind the male’s masculinity and the one
responsible for guy’s libido. For sure it is aided by various other hormones, specifically
vasopressin (enhances masculinity) and oxytocin (which relieves stress and increases bonding) .
None of this lands or feels remotely familiar to me. As well as the man hormones mentioned, other
hormones e. human brain and exactly what it means--then this is a good book. The author's
wide scope of knowledge is displayed of all every page. It is certaIn that the male brain is
significantly different from that of the female. She traces the male brain from inception to
adulthood demystifying the inner workings of this brain machine, and providing understanding
and advice to parents and adults. Studies show that lots of of the conflicts between the two
sexes are fueled by the unrealistic targets on both sides due to misunderstanding the innate
variations between your two types of brains. The book doesn't by any means bash either
gender, actually just explains the science basically and examples. This undoubtedly is the result
of the aggressive nature of testosterone, but cultural pressure also has a role, especially as the
man is likely to be the family company and protector.” After society crushes male emotionality
into smithereens and holds it in a retarded condition for many years, that’s to be expected.So,
what does one learn from Dr. The writer believes the hormone testosterone may be the culprit..
functions & Brisendine is great. Brizendine’s book? That was expected, as I’m not woman. The
chapters are divided by age group, too, so if you wish to 'skip' to a particular age
group/lifestyle stage, it's pretty easy to understand.I've been in a wonderful marriage for forty
seven years, but we recognize it would have already been even better had this reserve been
with us a few years ago. I've gifted this reserve to several people and they really enjoy it. While
boys are jumping, screaming and wrestling, we find ladies sitting quietly playing home or
combing their dolls' locks ...g cortisol, dopamine, prolactin and many others, are involved as
needed. feminine brains & Unique - interesting - helpful - and readable I read Ms. computer
geeks) but could not find this information in this reserve. helpful book to greatly help
understand the males in your daily life. I only wish she would possess fleshed it out a lot more. I
was carrying out research on the difference between man & I only wish she would have fleshed
. 2017 educational- easy to read Dr. Nevertheless--it is right there for needs to understand
and recognize the male brain doing his thing. I searched for information regarding male
spatial ability (which explains why we have more guys engineers, physicists, mathematicians &. I



felt her info is top of the line latest but I would have appreciated less story telling and more
right down to earth simple information. her book about women has even more substance. Want
to - type of - understand the males in your daily life? That book and this one are supposed to
be all science-based, but that chapter was the usual “women are advanced in emotional
recognition and males are clueless.It targets how hormones, exquisitely timed to reach before
birth and at various levels of the maturing procedure, shape not only our gender but how
exactly we react, think and feel as males and females.Everyone in a romantic relationship
should browse these books.One can help you understand yourself; the other will help you
understand your lover.Also, the books sensitively and helpfully explain the biology of
homosexuality. But, wow, powerful insight! Recommend for everyone to raised understand
brother/father/hubby/boyfriend - any males in your life.Unreservedly recommended. Brizendine's
first book, the Female Brain, years back and found it to be an informative, readable book. I
gave this publication five stars due to the thoroughness of its insurance.It is often rumored that
the male human brain’s overriding goals are power, wealth and sex, and that men are actually
run by their libidos. I browse it as a man hoping to understand himself a little better. I had not
been disappointed. This book ought to be browse by anyone, male or female, who wishes to
deepen their understanding of the innate differences between the sexes.. Well written, simply by
a woman. I was naturally fascinated by this title when it had been realized, therefore i bought
a duplicate and read it aswell. It provides an informative look at the internal workings of the
male human brain that I found to be extremely interesting. I highly recommend both of Ms.
Brizendine's books. Five Stars Got copies for all the men and women in my family..” Among the
things that bothered me in reading “The Feminine Brain” was the chapter on emotions. If you
want the most recent information about the male human brain and what it really means--then
this is an excellent book. With case study examples supported with research, it's not opinion, it's
research. I don't know how anyone could examine them but still harbor feelings of negativity
towards our gay brothers and sisters. Love the book! Go through through it in less than 2 day.
I would re-title this reserve to end up being “The Stereotypical Jock’s Brain. Totally changed
the way I look at men and offered me a new understanding for why they do what they
perform.From early childhood we observe different behavior patterns between little boys and
girls. I had examine Louann’s book “The Feminine Mind” and it had experienced like I was
looking at someone else’s life story, a look inside a very alien-feeling space. An easy read- you
won't become bogged down with medical jargon. I made a decision to read this reserve,
though, and was immediately strike by how alien *this* publication also felt if you ask me. The
author is the founder of the first clinic in the US to review gender differences in mind behavior
and hormones. For the female mind, estrogen, progesterone and oxytocin will be the major
hormones. Very interesting Must read for each and every woman who knows a Boy or Man This
book is eye opening for what sort of make brain works. An amazing view into why guys act that
way This is the most informative & This book, along with it's partner, The Female Brain, come near
explaining why it really is that each gender has no clue about how the other gender thinks
and feels. It is beyond doubt that understanding and appreciating the makeup of the male
brain will be beneficial to guys as well concerning women. Perhaps there are scientific studies
that attempt to disentangle this specific nature/nurture issue, but the book didn’t cope with
them. I was uncomfortable reading that Mars/Venus pap for the reason that book, however the
same was true in this book. Three Stars An improved book is "Mind Sex" .. Extremely insightful
and interesting. she really just read the female brain and she enjoyed it so i bought her this
one and she ... i simply bought this publication for my friend she is very in to the study of the



mind she actually just read the female mind and she loved it so i bought her this one and she
loved it just as much as she did the other one
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